
RUN Write-up
Pinyon Mountain & Sandstone Canyon

Run Date: February 13rd thru February 15th 2021

Trail 
Leaders: 

Rob & Karen Rien, Chris Johnson, Alen Cleveland, Chris Borza, Craig Wolpert, Chris 
Campbell and Tim the Rockstar Taco man.

Total No. 
Rigs 

19
We had 10 Rigs on Saturday’s run and 9 on Sunday's run.

Members:  We had 6 members attend Saturday’s run and 9 members attended Sunday’s run. 

Guest: We had 4 guests on Saturdays run.
We added 1 additional full sized Chevy Army truck by the end of the day on Sat.  

Our meetup was in front of Stagecoach RV Resort and most everyone was there by 7:30 AM. 

We had a quick driver meeting and headed down the road to the Pinyon Mtn. trailhead to start our 
day. We took our group photo and heading down the trail praying we could get Tim’s Taco Truck 
through the Squeeze and surprisingly we where able to fit it through with very few scratches.

We used the same line to get the wider JL’s through it, they are much wider then the JK’s that are 
much wider then the TJ’s so, you can begin to see the challenges with that. We also had a last 
minute guest who had a roof tent and was very concerned about his fenders and paint but he… well
I will not go into it here, you will just have to come to the meeting to hear the rest of that story.

We got everyone through Frog Rock, up the waterfall and down to Heart Attack Hill.

We strapped most folks to my jeep as I told them there was no cow bell penalty for doing so, it was 
more of a comfort level then anything else.

I went down last with Chris Johnson and Tim spotting me down the hill.

We all got back to camp around 5:30 PM.

On Sunday our meetup was once again at Stagecoach and we all pretty much arrived by 7:30 AM 
we left there for a 20-minute drive down the road to the trailhead where we aired-down and held 
another driver's meeting. 

There where no guests with us on Sat. so we moved at a faster past and made it to Sandstone 
Canyon quickly and had an early lunch. From there we started heading back into the canyon only to
be turned back by our State Parks. The state closed the trail at the gate keeper, we are working with
CORVA to find out why, Vinnie will be providing us an update as soon as he has one.

So, from there completely disappointed and upset at our state, it was decided that we all needed 
something calm and beautiful to drive to, so Crag Wolpert and Chris Campbell lead us to Font's 
Point, if you have never been, it is totally worth the drive, just leave the BMW at home.


